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Abstract

We estimate the responses of gross labor income with respect to marginal and average net-oftax rates in France over the period 2003-2006. We exploit a series of reforms to the income-tax and
payroll-tax schedules affecting individuals who earn less than twice the minimum wage. Our estimate
for the elasticity of gross labor income with respect to the marginal net-of-income-tax rate is around
0.2, while we find no response to the marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate. The elasticity with respect to the
average net-of-tax rate is not significant for the income-tax schedule, while it is close to -1 for the
payroll-tax schedule. A plausible explanation is the existence of significant labor supply responses to
the income-tax schedule, combined with sticky posted wages (i.e., the gross labor income minus
payroll taxes divided by hours worked). Finally, the effect of the net-of-income-tax rate seems to be
driven by participation decisions, in particular those of married women.
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I. Introduction
Labor income taxation is composed of several distinct schedules. According to the OECD,1 the
total tax wedge for an average-wage worker amounted to 29.7% of employers’ labor costs in the U.S.
in 2010. This tax wedge can be decomposed into 8.2% for transfers to the “central government”, 5.8%
for “sub-central” governments, and 15.8% for “social security contributions”. In France at the same
time, the total tax wedge for an average-wage earner amounted to 49.3%, with 9.9% for transfers to
the central government and 39.3% for social security contributions. Whether or not labor income
responds identically to the different schedules is crucial for determining which type of tax should be
used to finance public expenditure, including social security and redistribution. In this work, we focus
on the relative responsiveness of labor income to payroll taxation (social security contributions, in
France) versus income taxation.
Most of usual models of the labor market (including the standard labor supply model, the
monopoly union model under the right-to-manage, or the individual wage-bargaining model) predict
identical income responses to payroll-tax and income-tax schedules. By contrast, the empirical
evidence is so far not conclusive because the existing literature never considers the responses to
payroll taxes and income taxes at the same time, due to the absence of simultaneous reforms to both
schedules for similar individuals over the same period. 2
In contrast to the literature, we exploit a series of reforms to both income-tax and payroll-tax
schedules that occurred in France over 2003-2006 in the bottom half of the labor income distribution.
In 2003, there existed two distinct schedules for the reduction in employers’ payroll taxes for lowwage workers, depending on whether the firm had moved to the 35-hour workweek or remained at 39
hours. A progressive convergence between the two schedules was implemented from 2003 and
completed in July 2005. This resulted in opposite effects for the two types of firms: an increase in the
reduction in employers’ payroll taxes for those remaining at 39 hours (hereafter the “39-hour firms”)
and a decrease in the reduction for those that had moved to the 35-hour week (hereafter the “35-hour
firms”). Over the same period, the Prime pour l’Emploi, a working tax credit for low-wage earners,
was substantially increased, the maximum amount of benefits being almost doubled between 2003 and
2006. Exploiting this rich set of reforms that affected workers earning less than twice the minimum
wage gives us the very rare opportunity to compare the responsiveness of labor income to income-tax
and payroll-tax reforms.
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Most of the papers focus on the distortions induced by income taxes (e.g. Feldstein (1995), Auten and Carroll
(1999), Gruber and Saez (2002), Saez (2003), Blomquist and Selin (2010), Cabannes, Houdré and Landais
(2011) among others. Another strand of the literature estimates the effects of payroll-tax reforms (e.g. Gruber
(1997), Kugler and Kugler (2009), Liebman and Saez (2006), and Saez, Matsaganis and Tsakloglu (2012b)
among others).
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The dataset we use is the Enquête Revenus Fiscaux, which combines income tax records from
the fiscal administration with the French Labor Force Survey (hereafter LFS). We use income tax
records to compute the income tax schedule (including the tax credit for low-wage earners). The LFS
provides the additional variables we need to reconstruct employer and employee payroll taxes. In
particular, we use the labor market history and the usual weekly working time to obtain a monthly
labor income and a wage rate, which are both necessary to compute payroll taxes over the period we
consider. We are also able to infer whether the firm has moved to the 35-hour week or remained at 39
hours, which determines which payroll tax schedule applies. Using this dataset that matches income
tax records with the LFS enables us to investigate the responsiveness to both income-tax and payrolltax reforms.
More precisely, we estimate the short-term responses of gross labor income (labor income
inclusive of employer and employee payroll taxes, i.e., total labor cost) to the marginal and average
net-of-tax rates3 for both schedules. We find a significant elasticity (around 0.2) of gross labor income
with respect to the marginal net-of-income-tax rate. By contrast, the elasticity of gross labor income
with respect to the marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate is found to be not significant and close to zero.
Gross labor income thus responds differently to payroll-tax changes and to income-tax changes, at
least in the short-run, which is in contradiction with the theoretical predictions of the most common
labor market models. We also find that the income effects of payroll-tax and income-tax changes are
different. The elasticity with respect to the average net-of-payroll-tax rate does not differ significantly
from minus one, while the elasticity with respect to the average net-of-income-tax rate is lower and
generally non-significant but varies across sub-samples. Our results are robust to the specification of
pre-reform income controls.
Our preferred interpretation for these findings is significant labor supply responses to the
income-tax schedule, combined with the stickiness of posted wage rates (i.e., the gross labor income
minus payroll taxes divided by hours worked). The effects of an income-tax reform operate through
rapid labor supply modifications. Further investigations indicate that these responses are essentially
due to the participation decisions of married women. By contrast, posted wage rates are determined
largely through the minimum wage and collective bargaining in France. Our findings suggest that
these institutions fail to respond to payroll-tax changes, at least over the three-year period we consider.
Our results also suggest that, at least in the short-run, financing social security expenses and
redistribution through payroll taxes is less distortive than through income taxes.
A large strand of the literature studies the response of taxable income (i.e. income net of tax
deductions) to the marginal net-of-income-tax rate, following the idea of Lindsey (1987) and Feldstein
(1995) that this elasticity summarizes all the deadweight losses due to taxation. We here detail our
contributions to this literature. i) Our first contribution concerns the way of controlling for income
3
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effects. While the literature following Gruber and Saez (2002) identifies income effects by controlling
for actual changes in virtual incomes, we do so by including changes in the average net-of-tax rate
computed for a labor income fixed at its initial value. We argue that this method is more consistent
with the theoretical framework. This also leads to robust estimates across empirical specifications. ii)
Our 0.2 estimate of the gross labor income elasticity with respect to the marginal net-of-income-tax
rate lies between 0.12 and 0.4, which is the plausible interval for the elasticity of taxable income
according to Saez et alii (2012a). It is also close to the 0.33 intensive margin elasticity of Chetty
(2012). Here, however, we estimate the response of labor income, while most works study the
response of taxable total income, which includes tax avoidance behavior and (some of) capital income
responses. Restricting the comparison to labor income, our estimate is consistent with that of
Blomquist and Selin (2010), who find significant responses of 0.2 for men in Sweden, and with that of
Saez (2003), who obtains an elasticity of around 0.1 for the US, although his estimates do not
significantly differ from 0. Our estimate is higher than the narrow interval of 0.05-0.12 obtained by
Kleven and Schultz (2012) for labor income responses in Denmark. iii) The existing literature suggests
that the elasticity is presumably much higher for top income earners (e.g., Gruber and Saez (2002)).
However, we obtain a significant elasticity of labor income with respect to the marginal net-ofincome-tax rate by using reforms that affect individuals in the bottom half of the wage distribution. iv)
Our result that labor income is, at least in the short-run, insensitive to the marginal payroll-tax rate is
consistent with those found by other studies on payroll taxation (e.g., Liebman and Saez (2006), Saez
et alii (2012b)). More specifically for France, it is in line with Aeberhardt and Sraer (2009), who find
that the reduction in employers’ payroll tax for low-wage workers did not generate wage moderation
(see also L’hommeau and Remy (2009) and Bunel, Gilles, and L’Horty (2012)).
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we detail the institutional backgrounds and
expose the main reforms that took place in France over the 2003-2006 period. Section III presents the
theoretical framework and discusses whether labor income should respond identically to income taxes
and to payroll taxes. In section IV, we present our empirical strategy and discuss the identification.
Section V describes the dataset used, which combines income tax records with the Labor Force
Survey. Section VI presents results for the respective effects of payroll taxes and income taxes on
gross labor income for all employees and for specific subsamples, and the last section concludes.

II. Institutional background
We here describe the reforms to the payroll-tax and income-tax schedules that occurred in France
during the 2003-2006 period.

4

II.1 Income tax reforms
We use the term “income tax” to denote both the income tax per se and a tax credit for lowpaid earners (Prime pour l’emploi, hereafter PPE). Income tax per se in France is calculated at the
fiscal household level, which differs from the usual notion of household: two persons who live as a
couple are considered by the administration as a single fiscal household only if they are married or
linked by a civil pact. The income-tax schedule is a function of the ratio of total income earned by the
fiscal household to the weighted sum (parts fiscales) of its members. The amount of tax paid then
equals the income tax that would be paid by a single individual whose income is equal to this ratio,
divided by the weighted sum. This implies that both the marginal and average net-of-tax tax rates of a
given individual change with marital status, spouse’s income, the birth of a child, or the departure of
adult children. These events are likely to affect labor supply decisions, the only exception being the
departure of an adult child which generates an instantaneous change in the tax schedule, while the
change in the labor supply, if any, is likely to be smoothed over time. Therefore, income tax reforms
provide more convincing sources of identification than these family events. Nevertheless, thanks to the
complexity of the tax schedule, the very large range of income tax rates that different individuals with
similar incomes can face improves the identification possibilities.
Over the 2003 – 2006 period covered by our dataset, there are several changes in the income
tax code per se. In 2004 and 2005, tax brackets were indexed to consumer price inflation. This
generated a form of “bracket creep” (Saez (2003)), as labor incomes increased slightly more rapidly
than inflation over this period. A more substantial reform in 2006 reduced the number of brackets
from seven to five and modified the rates.
However, the reform that generated the largest changes in tax rules over 2003-2006 was the
increase in the Prime pour l’Emploi, a tax credit conditional on working that had been created in 2001.
Both eligibility for the tax credit and the amount paid depend essentially on the individual full-time
equivalent annual labor income, but the total income earned by the household and the household’s
composition also intervene. More precisely, a single worker without children is eligible provided that
her annual labor income is above 0.3 and her full-time equivalent annual labor income is below 1.4
times the annual minimum wage (up to 2.1 times the annual minimum wage for some household
compositions). One-third of French employees are eligible for the working tax credit.4 We now
describe the scheme for a single individual without children working full-time.5 If she does not work a
4

In France in 2006, 22% of the employed earn a wage between 0.3 and 1.4 times the minimum wage, and 50%
earn a wage between 0.3 and 2.1 times the minimum wage. Compared to the EITC or the WFTC, the French tax
credit thus differs on two points: a much larger share of the population is eligible, and the presence of children
has a very limited effect on the amount of benefit.
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If she works part-time, the tax credit is computed as a function of the hourly wage, but the tax credit is more
advantageous for each hour of work than if she works full-time. This bonus for part-time workers has increased
over the period studied, providing an additional source of identification.
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full year and is paid the minimum wage, she is eligible for a phase-in range between 0.3 and 1 times
the annual minimum wage where the tax credit is proportional to the wage. If she works the full year,
unlike the EITC in the US, there is no plateau range: the tax credit is maximized at the minimum wage
and the phase-out range extends from 1 to 1.4 times the annual minimum wage. Entering the phase-in
income range leads to a reduction in both marginal and average tax rates. Entering the phase-out
income range is associated with a rise in the marginal tax rate, since a higher labor income reduces the
tax credit. The average tax rate is minimal at the minimum wage level and then increases. While the
PPE scheme remained essentially unchanged in 2004 with respect to 2003, major changes occurred
both in 2005 and 2006, as described in Figure 1. As a result, the maximum level of the subsidy
increased from 4.6% of the annual minimum wage (i.e., 517€ per year) in 2003 to 7.7% in 2006 (i.e.,
948€ per year).

Figure 1: Reforms to the French income tax credit, 2003-2006
Note: the amount of PPE is expressed as a percentage of annual labor income. The figure describes the
scheme for a single worker without children. The part below 100% corresponds to full-time minimum wage
workers who do not work the entire year. The part above 100% corresponds to full-time workers working the full
year. For couples or single people with children, the phase-out income range of the PPE can be as high as 2.1
times the minimum wage.

II.2 Payroll tax reforms
In almost all countries, payroll taxes are flat, apply only to income below a given ceiling and
are roughly invariant over time. In France, on the contrary, the rate of payroll tax has been a function
of wage levels since the introduction in 1993 of a reduction in employer payroll taxes for low-wage
employees (see e.g. Kramarz and Phillipon (2001) for a description of the policy and an evaluation of
its effects on employment). This reduction was sharply modified during the years we consider,
generating the salient reforms that we use to identify the effects of payroll taxes.
6

The reforms to the employer payroll tax reduction for low-wage employees over 2003-2006
were a consequence of the introduction of the 35-hour workweek. In June 1998, a law implemented by
a left-wing government initiated the move to a 35-hour workweek, a process that became in principle
mandatory for large firms (more than 20 employees) in January 2000 and for small firms in January
2002. This process towards the 35-hour workweek generated two sets of minimum wage regulations6
and two payroll tax reduction schedules. Firms moving from a 39-hour to a 35-hour workweek were
given an additional reduction in employer payroll taxes compared with those remaining on 39 hours,
in order to facilitate and accelerate the move to the 35-hour workweek. As all firms were intended to
move to the 35-hour workweek, the existence of two types of tax subsidies was viewed as no more
than a transitional issue at that time. However, in June 2002 a right-wing government came into power
and stopped the 35-hour reform. A non-negligible proportion of firms had not adopted the 35-hour
workweek at that time and had no intention of doing so later (Table 1). In January 2003, a law was
passed providing for the convergence towards a common reduction schedule for both 35-hour and 39hour firms. The convergence process lasted two and a half years and was completed in July 2005.
Bunel et alii (2012) provide a complete description of the reform and an evaluation of its employment
effects.
Figure 2 presents the changes in the tax subsidy during the period of observation, from 2003 to
2006, for the two types of firms. At the beginning, in January 2003, the two subsidy schedules differed
substantially. For a 39-hour firm (solid curve), the reduction in employer payroll taxes reached a
maximum of 18.2 percentage points at the hourly minimum wage, and then decreased up to 1.3 times
the minimum wage. For a 35-hour firm (dashed curve), the reduction reached a maximum of 26
percentage points at 1.076 times the hourly minimum wage, then decreased up to 1.937 times the
minimum wage.7 For the 39-hour firms, the maximum reduction increased from 18.2 percentage
points in 2003 to 26 in 2006. Moreover, the phase-out income range widened from 1-1.3 times the
minimum wage to 1-1.6 times the minimum wage. For the 35-hour firms, the maximum percentage
points of reduction remained unchanged, while the phase-out income range of the subsidy shifted to
the left, from 1.076-1.937 times the minimum wage in 2003 to 1-1.6 times the minimum wage in
2006. On average over the period 2003-2006, the tax subsidy decreased for 35-hour firms while it
increased for 39-hour firms.
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To prevent the workweek reduction from lowering the monthly labor income, the (hourly) minimum wage
regulation (SMIC for Salaire Minimum Interprofessionnel de Croissance) was supplemented by a system of
monthly guaranteed wages (GMR for Guarantie Mensuelle de Rémunerations), which depended on the date at
which the firm adopted the 35-hour workweek.
7

In 2003, for a firm having adopted the 35-hour workweek in 2000, the monthly guaranteed wage (GMR) was
equal to 1.076 times the minimum wage. The reduction was maximal at the GMR level and decreased up to 1.8
times the GMR, i.e., 1.937 times the minimum wage.
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Figure 2: Changes in the reduction in employer payroll taxes for low paid earners, 2003-2006
These reforms induced up-and-down movements in marginal and average tax rates, depending
on the type of firms and on whether the wage rate was below or above 1.6 times the minimum wage.
We use this rich set of changes in marginal and average payroll tax rates in the bottom half of the
income distribution to identify gross labor income responses to payroll taxation. However, two points
are worth mentioning. First, as the reforms only affected employer payroll taxes, leaving employee
payroll taxes unchanged, we cannot disentangle the responses to employer and to employee payroll
taxes. Second, as future retirement and unemployment benefits are not affected by the payroll tax
reduction, we cannot analyze the behavioral response to payroll taxes regarding whether or not the
reform also affects workers’ future benefits.

III. Theoretical background
III.1 Definitions and concepts
Because of taxes and transfers, the net labor income c that a worker consumes and the gross
labor income w that her employer pays are different. Labor income taxation is composed, on the one
hand, of social security contributions or payroll taxes (which finance social security programs such as
PAYG pensions, health insurance, unemployment insurance, etc.) and, on the other hand, of taxes to
governments or income taxes. The payroll tax is represented as a function of the gross labor income.
The posted labor income z is defined as the gross labor income net of (employer and employee)
payroll taxes.8 On a linear part of the payroll tax schedule with a marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate τP

8

Our definition of posted income differs from Saez et alii (2012b), where it is taken to be gross labor income net
of employer payroll tax, but inclusive of employee payroll tax. In contrast with Saez et alii for Greece, there was
no reform to employee payroll taxes in France over our observation period, implying that the effects of employee
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and a virtual posted income RP, the posted labor income verifies z = τP w + RP. We denote by

ρP = z/w = τP + RP/w the average net-of-payroll-tax rate. The income tax schedule consists of income
tax per se and of tax credits providing income subsidies to low-wage earners. The income tax is a
function of the posted labor income z. On a linear part of the income tax schedule with a marginal netof-income-tax rate τI and a virtual net income RI, the net labor income c is given by c=τI z + RI. We
denote by ρI = c/z = τI + RI/z the average net-of-income-tax rate. The budget constraint can be written:

c = τ Iτ P w + τ I R P + R I

(1)

The three labor incomes w, z and c are endogenous and may depend on each of the four tax
parameters τI, τP, RI and RP. Assuming that the gross labor income w is determined by a behavioral
function denoted W(τI,τP,RI,RP), we get:

Δw  τ P ∂W  Δτ P  τ I ∂W

+ 
=
I
w  w ∂ τ P  τ p
 w ∂τ

 Δτ I  ∂W  ΔR P  ∂W  ΔR I
 I +  P 
+ I 
 ∂R  w
 ∂R  w
 τ

(2)

The uncompensated payroll tax elasticity (τP/w)(∂W/∂τP) captures the percentage change in the
gross labor income after a payroll tax reform that increases the marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate by one
percent, while decreasing the amount of payroll tax paid by 0.01 w*, where w* denotes the pre-reform
gross labor income. The literature on optimal taxation, however, is more interested in the compensated
elasticity, which is the relevant elasticity for computing deadweight losses. A compensated payroll tax
reform is defined as a simultaneous change in the marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate ΔτP and in the
virtual posted income ΔRP, such that the amount of payroll tax paid at the initial gross labor income w*
remains unchanged. Symmetrically, we are interested in the sensitivity of gross labor income to a
compensated income tax reform, i.e., to a simultaneous change in the marginal net-of-income-tax rate
ΔτI and in the virtual net income ΔRI, which leaves unchanged the amount of income tax paid at the
P
I
initial gross labor income w*. Let βτ and βτ denote the elasticities of gross labor income with

respect to a compensated payroll tax reform and to a compensated income tax reform. Equation (2) can
be rewritten as (see Appendix A.1):

Δw
Δτ p
Δτ I
Δρ P
Δρ I
= βτP P + βτI I + β ρP P + β ρI
w
ρI
ρ
τ
τ

(3)

payroll taxes are empirically not identifiable. Consequently, we do not need to distinguish theoretically between
employer and employee payroll taxes.
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In Equation (3), Δρ P =ΔτP + ΔRP / w* denotes the change in the average net-of-payroll-tax rate while
I

I

I

*

P

Δρ I =Δτ + ΔR / z* - (R /z ) Δρ P /ρ denotes the change in the average net-of-income-tax rate, both

being computed while keeping the gross labor income fixed at its initial value w*. Except when gross
labor income is unresponsive to tax reforms or when taxation is proportional, the changes Δρ P and
P

I

Δρ I for a constant gross labor income differ from the actual changes Δρ and Δρ which are affected

by the responses of gross labor income.9
Our way of controlling for income effects thus differs from what is usually done in the
literature since Gruber and Saez (2002). For ease of comparison, let us leave aside payroll taxation for
a moment. Our main departure from the standard procedure comes from our inclusion of the change in
average net-of-tax rates computed for the unchanged gross labor income w*, while the literature
includes the actual change. Equation (3) shows that controlling for income effects by including the
actual change in the average net-of-tax rate erroneously adds to the right-hand side a term that depends
on the dependent variable Δw/w.
Another difference with the literature is that we include the change in the average net-of-tax
rate instead of the change in after-tax income. The two procedures are equivalent when the changes in
average net-of-tax rate and after-tax income are computed while keeping pre-reform gross labor
income unchanged.10 When actual changes are considered, the two procedures differ, except under
proportional taxation. If the tax schedule is close to proportional, controlling income effects by the
after-tax income instead of the average net-of-tax rate is of little importance. Since proportional
taxation is a good approximation for top-income earners, the standard procedure is acceptable when
evaluating the behavioral responses in the top of the distribution. This is no longer true when
estimating the elasticities in the bottom half of the distribution, since the existence of tax credit for
low-income earners implies that the tax schedule is far from being proportional in this part of the
distribution.11

9

Using ρP = τP + RP/w, the actual change in the average net-of-payroll-tax rate is equal to: ΔρP = ΔτP + ΔRP/w ρP Δw/w = Δρ P - (RP/w*) Δw/w. This gives: ΔρP/ρP = Δρ P /ρP - (RP/z*) Δw/w. Symmetrically, the
differentiation of ρI = τI + RI/(ρP w) implies that: ΔρI = ΔτI + ΔRI / z* - (RI/z*) (ΔρP/ρP + Δw/w) = ΔτI + ΔRI/z* (RI/z*) Δρ P /ρP – (1-(RP/z*)) (RI/z*) Δw/w, which finally leads to: ΔρI/ρI = Δρ P /ρP – (1-(RP/z*)) (RI/c*) Δw/w.
Under proportional taxation, RI=RP=0, implying that Δρ I =ΔρI and Δρ P =ΔρP.
10

The log change in after-tax income is then equal to (Δτ w + ΔR)/(τ w + R) = ( Δ ρ w)/(ρ w) = Δ ρ /ρ.
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A last difference is that we theoretically define (see Equation (A3) of Appendix A.1) the income response
parameter as the product of the derivative of the gross income with respect to a marginal transfer to the average
net-of-tax rate, while Gruber and Saez (2002) define it as the product of the same derivative to the marginal netof-tax rate. As marginal net-of-tax rates are slightly lower than average net-of-tax rates, our income response
effect is slightly higher. If their estimates, associated with the actual change in after-tax incomes, coincide with
their theoretical definition of the income effects, this is due to several approximations that are only valid under
proportional taxation (see their footnote 3).
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III.2 Benchmark labor market models
In a large class of labor market models, the gross labor income (or labor cost) is determined by
the maximization of an objective function that depends negatively on the gross labor cost w to the firm
and positively on the net labor income c paid to the worker. This objective takes the general form
'
'
U(c,w) with U c > 0 > U w . We henceforth refer to this class of models as the “benchmark” ones.

The textbook labor supply framework is typically one of these. In it, a worker of productivity
p supplying L units of labor earns a gross income w = p L. If her preferences over consumption and
'
'
labor supply are described by the utility function u(c,L), with u c > 0 > u L , one can define function U

by U(c,w) ≡ u(c,w/p). Choosing the labor supply L amounts to choose the gross labor income w = p L.
The objective U is here decreasing in the gross labor income w, because earning a higher gross labor
income w requires the worker to work harder (i.e., higher L).12
The monopoly union model (under right-to-manage) is also a benchmark model (Hersoug
(1984)). If the union’s objective over net labor income c and employment L is described by u(c,L) and
labor demand is described by the decreasing function L=ld(w), then the function U is defined by
U(c,w) ≡ u(c,ld(w)). Here, U is decreasing in gross labor income because the labor demand depends
negatively on the labor cost w. Lastly, wage bargaining settings (e.g. Lockwood and Manning (1993),
Pissarides (2000)) are other examples of benchmark models. In these frameworks, function U(c,w) is
given by the generalized Nash product where the worker’s (or union’s) contribution to the Nash
product is increasing in the net labor income c, while the firm’s contribution is decreasing in w, as
higher gross labor incomes reduce profits. However, it is worth noting that for both the monopoly
union model and the wage bargaining model, the objective function takes the form U(c,w) only if the
wage setting concerns homogeneous workers and firms, which implies that the wage and tax schedules
are unique. Hence, only bargaining models at the individual level (e.g. Mortensen and Pissarides
(1994)) or at the collective level but for homogenous labor markets can be reduced to the
maximization of this type of objective.
In any of these “benchmark” models, the gross labor income w is determined by the
maximization of U(c,w) subject to the budget constraint (1), i.e., w = arg max w U (τ w + R, w) ≡ Ω(τ , R ) .
In this program, the posted income z being economically irrelevant, the various tax parameters
influence the gross labor income only through the global marginal net-of-tax rate, τ = τI τP, and the
global virtual income, R=τI RP + RI. The behavioral function thus takes the form Ω(τI τP,τI RP + RI) ≡
12

It worth noting that in this model, if we leave aside payroll taxation, the compensated elasticity βτI
corresponds to the Hicksian labor supply elasticity, which depends only on substitution effects, while the
uncompensated elasticity (τI/w)(∂W/∂τI) corresponds to the Marshallian labor supply elasticity, which depends
on both substitution and income effects.
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W(τI,τP,RI,RP). We show that this restriction implies identical elasticities for income taxation and
payroll taxation (see Appendix A.2):

βτP = βτI > 0

and

β ρP = β ρI

(4)

The second-order condition, together with the assumption that the objective U is increasing in c,
ensures that βτj are positive for j=I, P. Moreover, in the labor supply framework, assuming in addition
the normality of leisure implies that β ρj are negative for j=I, P.

III.3 Alternatives models
Prediction (4) is obtained in the very large class of benchmark models. Therefore, if estimating
Equation (3) leads us to reject this prediction, we need to look for alternative frameworks that can
account for such departures. We have three alternatives in mind that we now describe separately.
Obviously, these alternatives are not mutually exclusive.

Difference in salience
The "salience" (in the sense of Chetty, Looney, and Kroft (2009)) of income-tax reforms and
of payroll-tax reforms may be different. For instance, one could argue that, since payroll taxes are paid
on a monthly basis while income taxes are paid on an annual basis with a one-year lag in France, labor
income should react more rapidly to changes in payroll taxes than to changes in income taxes. In this
P
case, βτI and β ρI are expected to have the same sign but to be lower in absolute terms than βτP and β ρ

respectively. Conversely, one might argue that individuals are much more aware of the income tax
I
schedule than of the payroll tax schedule. This implies that βτI and β ρ should have the same sign but
P
be larger in absolute terms than βτP and β ρ respectively. A difference in salience would therefore

imply either:

0 < βτI < βτP

and

βτI < βτP

(5)

0 < βτP < βτI

and

β ρP < β ρI

(6)

or:

12

Deferred benefits
Payroll taxes finance various social programs. For some of them, both the eligibility and the
benefit level are related to the amount of payroll taxes paid. The most illustrative example is the
pension system, where the level of pension received depends explicitly on both the level and duration
of contributions. Unemployment insurance also exhibits this contribution-related property: in the event
of job loss, the maximum duration of UI benefits depends on the duration of contributions. When
payroll taxes per se generate deferred benefits with some probability, the objective to be maximized
must be modified by adding a function of the level of payroll taxes into consumption. Therefore, the
gross labor income solves:

(

)

(

((

)

) )

w = W τ P ,τ I , R I , R P = arg max w U τ w + R + k 1 − τ P w − R P , w

(7)

In this specification, the parameter k captures how the overall level of consumption depends
on the level of payroll taxes (1-τP)w + RP through the deferred payments of various benefits. Different
arguments suggest that k is small. First, as the level of deferred benefits depends on the whole labor
market history (in particular for pensions), current contributions only partially determine this level.
Second, deferred benefits will only be given in the future, and with some probability, which generates
discounting. We hence assume that k < τI and k < ρI. Appendix A.3 shows that the elasticity with
respect to the marginal (average) net-of-payroll-tax rate is lower (lower in absolute terms) than the
elasticity with respect to the marginal (average) net-of-income-tax rate, because part of the tax is now
considered as a gain in consumption. We thus obtain Prediction (6) instead of Prediction (4).

Posted wage rate stickiness
Finally, consider again the labor supply model where individuals have preferences u(c,L) over
consumption c and labor supply L, but assume now that the posted wage rate (denoted s) is sticky.
This assumption echoes the finding of Saez et alii (2012b) for Greece, that employer payroll taxes are
entirely borne by employers. This is also plausible in France, where collective wage setting, for
instance through collective wage bargaining or minimum wage regulation, applies to a large
proportion of workers and specifies posted wage rates. Under posted wage rate stickiness, a worker
supplying L units of labor receives the posted income z=sL. She thus chooses her labor supply to
maximize U(c,z) =u(c,z/s), taking her posted wage rate s as given. Therefore, the posted labor income
does not depend on the payroll tax parameters, implying that:
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Δz
Δτ I
Δρ I
= βτI I + β ρI I
z
ρ
τ

(8)

instead of (3). Instead of Prediction (4), posted wage rates stickiness leads to:13

βτP = 0

and

β ρP = −1

(9)

IV. Empirical strategy
Our objective is to evaluate jointly the responses of gross labor income to income-tax and
payroll-tax reforms. In specifying the empirical setup, we are aware that heterogeneous individuals
may respond to tax changes differently. Hence, we only provide evidence on the average of these
behavioral elasticities, i.e. on the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE). We estimate the following
empirical counterpart of Equation (3) for an individual i employed at t-1 and t:

Δ log wi , t = α + βτP Δ log τ iP, t + βτI Δ log τ iI, t + β ρP Δ log ρ iP, t + β ρI Δ log ρ iI, t + γ ⋅ X i , t −1 + ui , t

(10)

where Δ is the time-difference operator between dates t and t-1, Xi,t-1 is a vector of observed individual
and firm characteristics measured in the base period (i.e. t-1), and ui,t is an error term that captures
unobserved and time-varying heterogeneity. Our specification differs from the canonical model à la
Gruber and Saez (2002) in the way income effects are controlled for. According to Equation (3) in
section III, we include the log change in average net-of-tax rates, computed while keeping the real
gross labor income fixed at its pre-reform value,14 instead of the actual log change in virtual income.
More specifically, let πt-1 be the average growth rate of gross labor income between years t-1 and t, and
let wi ,t −1 = wi , t −1 × π t −1 denote the base-year inflation-adjusted gross labor income. For j=P,I,
j

ρ i,t = 1 −

(

)

T j wi , t −1 ; t is the average net-of-tax rate obtained by applying the year-t tax rule to the year twi , t −1
j

j

1 adjusted gross income. Income effects are captured by the inclusion of Δ log ρ i ,t = log ρ i ,t − log ρ i j,t −1 .

13

Under posted wage rates stickiness, there is no loss of generality in computing changes in average tax rates
while keeping the posted income z* (instead of the gross income w*) unchanged at its initial value. From z = ρ
p
w, we get Δw/w=Δz/z - ΔρP/ρP=Δz/z - Δ ρ /ρP.
14

Since payroll taxation in France is actually a function of the posted income and not of the gross income, we
approximate the changes in tax rates for a constant gross income by the changes in tax rates for a constant posted
income.
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Various methodological issues complicate the estimation. A first issue concerns the potential
simultaneity bias. Because of the nonlinearity of the payroll-tax and the income-tax schedules
respectively, the marginal net-of-tax rates τ i,Pt and τ i,I t are functions of the gross labor income level.
To isolate the impact of taxes on gross labor income, we need instruments for Δ log τ i,jt , with j=P,I. In
the literature, the standard procedure, proposed by Auten and Carroll (1999), uses the predicted change
in the log of the net-of-tax rate should the real labor income not change from year t-1 to year t. By
construction, the instrument captures changes in the tax rate in the absence of any behavioral response.
We apply this method to the marginal net-of-tax rates associated with the two tax schedules. For j=P,I,
j

we define τ i ,t = 1 −

(

)

∂T j wi , t −1; t
. The “type-I” instrument for the change in the log of the marginal
∂w
j

j

j

net-of-tax rates is then given by: Δ log τ i , t = log τ i , t − log τ i j, t −1 . Note that Δ log ρ i, t , included in our
specification to control for income effects, would be the type-I instrument for the average net-of-tax
rate if we had followed the literature in considering actual changes in average net-of-tax rates. It does
not need to be instrumented since, by construction, it does not depend on the behavioral change in wi , t .
Another issue concerns the existence of non-tax related changes in gross labor income. These
changes can be specific to income groups. For example, technical progress and international trade
generate changes in gross labor income, which are likely to be different across firm size and industry,
age category, level of education, etc., and presumably lead to a widening of the wage distribution
(Gruber and Saez (2002)). The risk when evaluating a tax reform that reduces the marginal tax rate for
top income earners, such as TRA86 in the U.S., is to attribute changes in gross labor income to the
reform rather than to these “non-tax” causes, thereby causing an upward bias in the elasticity estimate.
Reversion to the mean constitutes another source of non-tax factors. An individual with an unusually
low (respectively high) labor income in period t-1 is very likely to have a higher (lower) one at t. This
is typically what happens when an individual enters unemployment (or involuntary part-time work)
during year t-1. Her labor income is then unusually low and increases substantially in year t if she
finds a permanent (or full-time) job. These non-tax related changes in gross labor income imply that
the base-year income is correlated with the error term whenever ui,t is not a white noise process
(Holmlund and Söderström (2008), Blomquist and Selin (2010), Weber (2011)). To control for
reversion to the mean and trends in the gross wage distribution, the standard procedure in the literature
is to include a function of base-year income, f(log wi,t-1), in the vector of controls Xi,t-1. Auten and
Carroll (1999) use a linear function, while Gruber and Saez (2002) propose a flexible 10-piece spline.
However, as pointed out by Kopczuk (2005), mean reversion and heterogeneous income trends across
income groups are two separate phenomena, and it is unlikely that a function of base-year income
alone can capture both effects. Kopczuk (2005) thus proposes to include two separate variables: a 10piece spline of the log difference between base-year income and income in the preceding year, log(wi,t-
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1)-log(wi,t-2),

to account for mean reversion and other transitory income effects, and a 10-piece spline

of the gross labor income in the year preceding the base year, log(wi,t-2), to control for heterogeneous
shifts in the income distribution. Since our dataset provides information on gross labor income in year

t-2, we follow the latter strategy in our baseline specification.
However, if the residual remains correlated with the base year income despite the inclusion of
the two sets of spline, type-I instruments and the change in average net-of-tax rates may be
endogenous, since they are functions of base-year income. We then propose a second group of
w i ,t − 2 = wi ,t − 2 × π t − 2 × π t −1

instruments based on year t-2 gross labor income. Let

and

w i ,t − 2 = wi ,t − 2 × π t − 2 denote the t-2 gross labor income inflation-adjusted for years t and t-1, where

π t −2 denotes the average growth rate of gross labor income between years t-2 and t-1. We then define,
for j =P, I:
j

τ i ,t = 1 −
j

τ i ,t −1 = 1 −

(

∂T j wi ,t −2 ; t
∂w

(

)
)

∂T j wi ,t −2 ; t − 1
∂w

and
and

j

ρ i ,t = 1 −
j

(

T j wi ,t −2 ; t

ρ i ,t −1 = 1 −

)

wi ,t −2

(

)

T j wi ,t −2 ; t − 1
wi ,t −2
j

j

j

Using the above definitions, type-II instruments for j=P,I are given by Δ log τ i ,t = log τ i ,t − log τ i ,t −1
j

j

j

and Δ log ρ i ,t = log ρ i ,t − log ρ i ,t −1 . Type-II instruments are valid provided that the residual follows a
MA(1) process.
The issue of controlling for the effects of pre-reform income is particularly relevant when the
tax reform used is targeted to high-income earners, as in most US studies. In this case, by construction,
j

Δ logτ i,t is correlated with log(wi,t-1), which biases the estimates if the residuals are auto-correlated,

despite the presence of pre-reform income controls (Weber (2011)). For instance, Kopczuk (2005)
illustrates how sensitive the estimates of taxable income elasticity for the US are to the specification of
pre-reform income controls. This issue is less severe when changes in marginal tax rates are not
systematically correlated with pre-reform income. For instance, tax reforms in Denmark in the 1980s
concern the whole income distribution; inside income-groups, they increase the marginal tax rate for
some individuals while decreasing it for others. Indeed, Kleven and Shultz (2012) using Danish data
find much more robust estimates than Kopczuk (2005) using US data. As the French tax reforms we
use generate up-and-down movements in marginal tax rates that are nonlinear functions of pre-reform
income (see Section II), we expect the issue of controlling for the effects of pre-reform income to be
less severe than in US studies (see our robustness checks in Section VI.2).
We consider several specifications that differ in the set of instruments used, the variables
included to control for non-tax related changes in gross labor income and the set of covariates. Our
preferred specification includes a 10-piece spline of the log of t-2 income to control for divergence in
16

the income distribution and a 10-piece spline in the deviation to control for mean reversion, and uses
both instruments I and II.

V. The data
The existing empirical literature uses either administrative income tax records (e.g. Feldstein
(1995), Auten and Carroll (1999), Gruber and Saez (2002)) or payroll tax records (e.g. Saez et alii
(2012b)). Although administrative tax records have the advantage of providing exhaustive and
longitudinal data, they contain limited information on individual characteristics and no information on
labor market history and firms’ characteristics. Since the main goal for collecting these data is policyoriented, only the variables necessary to compute taxes are provided. In contrast to the existing
literature, we use a research-oriented dataset, the Enquête Revenus Fiscaux (hereafter ERF), produced
by matching the French Labor Force Survey with administrative income tax records. The LFS is a
rotating 18-month panel that starts a new 18-month wave every quarter. Individuals interviewed at the
4th quarter of year-t in the LFS are matched with their year-t administrative income tax records to
generate the year-t wave of the ERF dataset. As individuals are interviewed during six consecutive
quarters, they are at best present during two consecutive years in the ERF dataset. We use the 20032006 waves of the ERF because reforms to both the payroll-tax and income-tax schedules occurred
during this period for similar individuals. The individuals sampled thus appear either in 2003 and
2004, in 2004 and 2005, or in 2005 and 2006. As the LFS contains detailed information on personal
characteristics (in particular education), labor market history and job characteristics (in particular usual
weekly hours of work, industry), we are able to control in a rich way for mean reversion and for other
trends in the gross labor income distribution.
We now describe the labor income variable we use. The year-t administrative income tax
records report, for each member of the household, the annual posted labor income (which corresponds
to the gross income minus payroll taxes) earned at dates t-2, t-1 and t. The variable is reported by the
employer and controlled by the fiscal administration, and as such is reliable. We are then able to
compute the income tax rate very precisely using a tax simulator adapted from the INES (INsee Etudes
Sociales) micro-simulation model provided by INSEE and DREES.
Employer and employee payroll taxes are paid each month and are calculated as a function of
the monthly posted labor income. Employer payroll taxes are also based on the posted wage rate,
through the tax subsidy for low-wage employees.15 In addition, employer and employee payroll taxes
depend on the firm size,16 the type of work,17 and whether or not the firm has adopted the 35-hour
15

The employer payroll tax subsidy for low-wage employees is described in detail in section II.
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The payroll tax schedule distinguishes between firms with less than 10 employees, those with between 10 and
20, and those with more than 20.
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workweek. Although we have no record of actual payroll taxes, our dataset (through the LFS) contains
the information necessary to reconstruct payroll taxes by applying the legislation. We thus proceed in
this way and build our own payroll tax calculator. The monthly posted labor income is computed as
the annual amount (drawn from tax records) divided by the number of months of work reported in the
LFS; the posted wage rate is calculated using the usual weekly hours of work also reported in the LFS.
Two types of measurement errors can intervene. First, the LFS is a self-declared survey and as such
may be less precise than the tax records we use to compute the income tax rate. Second, in the LFS,
the workers are not directly asked to report whether they work in a 35-hour firm or a 39-hour firm. A
natural way to detect those working in a 35-hour firm is to use the information on the usual weekly
hours of work: we thus consider that employees whose usual weekly working time is at most 35 hours
in full-time equivalent are employed in 35-hour firms. Moreover, the working time reduction has also
been implemented through the granting of additional days off (jours de Réduction du Temps de
Travail, hereafter RTT days). In the LFS, workers are asked to report whether they benefit from RTT
days. We thus consider that those who declare they benefit from RTT days work in 35-hour firms. We
are sure that workers who declare either that they benefit from those additional days off or that they
usually work 35 hours a week are indeed employed in 35-hour firms. There may remain a
measurement error for those supposed to work in 39-hour firms, since workers may omit to declare in
the LFS that they benefit from RTT days. Consequently, we expect to be more precise when restricting
our sample to 35-hour workers and, on the contrary, to be less precise on the sub-sample of the
workers supposed to work in 39-hour firms. To limit the measurement error on the working time
regulation, we restrict the sample to employees who work either in a 35-hour firm at t and t-1 or in a
39-hour firm at both dates.18
We compute the payroll and income taxes at date t and simulate the effects of a 5% increase in
labor income to obtain marginal net-of-tax rates. As administrative tax records also provide
information on the posted labor income at t-1 and t-2, we are able to compute our two types of
instruments: instrument I based on wi,t-1 and instrument II based on wi,t-2. We restrict the sample to
individuals who experienced no change in their marital status between dates t-1 and t, since those who
marry, divorce, or become widowed have to make several tax returns. In addition, we exclude public
sector workers, as they are subject to very specific labor market regulations, and the self-employed.
Finally, we restrict the sample to employees who report a positive labor income at dates t-2, t-1 and t.
Our final sample comprises 12,512 individuals observed over two consecutive years.
The distributions of the annual gross (w), posted (z), and net (c) labor incomes on our sample
in 2004 are displayed in Figure 3. The three distributions are hump-shaped, with a fat upper tail
(particularly for gross labor income). Due to the high level of payroll taxes in France, the distribution
17

Engineers, managers and professionals are subject to a specific payroll tax code.
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Very few firms adopted the 35-hour workweek after June 2002.
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of gross labor income lies far to the right of the distribution of posted labor income, which itself lies
slightly to the right of the distribution of net labor income.

Figure 3: the distribution of labor income in 2004.
Sample: employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

Figure 4: the distributions of the ratio of labor income to the minimum wage, 2003-2006.
Sample: employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

The schedules of the main tax reforms that took place over 2003-2006 are defined as a
proportion of the labor income of an individual working full-time for the full-year at the minimum
wage, hereafter the “annual minimum wage”. We thus present in Figure 4 the distributions of the ratio
of the posted labor income to the annual (posted) minimum wage. We henceforth call this ratio the
‘‘wage over minimum wage”. From 2003 to 2006, the mode of the distribution remained close to 1.4.
However, the proportion of employees earning between 1 and 1.4 times the minimum wage increased,
essentially between 2004 and 2005, while the proportion earning around 2 times the minimum wage
decreased slightly. As we do not observe the individuals for more than two consecutive years, we can
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hardly determine whether these shifts in the income distribution reflect behavioral responses to tax
reforms or changes in the characteristics of the different samples across time.

Age
< 20 years
0.1 %
20 - 29 years
13.4 %
30 - 39 years
29.4 %
40 - 49 years
33.4 %
50 - 59 years
22.9 %
0.8 %
≥ 60 years
Gender
Women
42.1 %
Men
57.9 %
Household composition
Single individual
11.1 %
6.3 %
Single parent
Couples without children
20.3 %
Couples with children
59.5 %
Other households
2.8 %
Change in the number of children
Birth of a child between t and t-1
5.5 %
Departure of a child between t and
6.2 %
t-1
No change
88.3 %
Level of education
College (> 2 years)
College (≤ 2 years)
High school graduate
High-school drop-out or vocational diploma
Junior high school or basic vocational
No diploma or elementary school
N° observations

Economic activity
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Construction
Energy
Education and social activities
Trade and repair
Other tertiary
Job tenure
< 1 year
1 - 5 years
5 - 10 years
≥ 10 years
Firm size
< 10 employees
10-19 employees
≥ 20 employees
35-hour workweek
35-hour workweek and < 20 employees
35-hour workweek and ≥ 20 employees

1.5 %
26.8 %
7.2 %
1.6 %
9.9 %
17.0 %
35.9 %
5.8 %
25.4 %
18.6 %
50.0 %
13.6 %
7.0 %
79.4 %
76.0 %
8.6 %
67.4 %
11.1 %
17.5 %
16.0 %
38.3 %
7.5 %
9.6 %
12 512

Table 1: descriptive statistics
Sample: employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

Some summary statistics are presented in Table 1. Due to the selection criteria, those who are
under the age of 30 and over the age of 60, as well as women, are under-represented in the sample.
Only 3 out of 4 employees work in a 35-hour firm, even though the working time reduction became
compulsory in 2000 for large firms and 2002 for small firms. Although employees in large firms are
more likely to work in 35-hour firms than employees in small ones, a significant proportion continue
to work in 39-hour firms (15% of all individuals working in a firm with more than 20 employees).
Family events like the birth of a child or a child leaving the fiscal household occur for respectively
5.5% and 6.2% of the individuals.
Figure 5 describes the growth rate of gross labor income (Δlogwi,t) along the wage distribution
for the 2004-05 wave.19 To make the curves comparable across time, we represent the growth rate as a
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The curves for the 2003-04 and 2005-06 waves are very similar.
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function of the wage over minimum wage ratio. Given the variability of growth rates among
individuals with the same income level, we compute the means within each percentile of the posted
labor income for each year. Figure 5 displays the reversion-to-the-mean phenomenon at the bottom
end of the wage distribution. The most plausible explanation for this fact is exit from
unemployment/entry into stable employment between years t-1 and t.

Figure 5: means of the growth rate of gross labor income for each percentile of the distribution of
labor income in 2004
Sample: employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

Figures 6a and 6b depict the evolution of marginal 1-τI and average 1-ρI income-tax rates
simulated on our sample over the years 2003-2006. Although the rates are very noisy, especially for
part-time workers below the full-time minimum wage, for each year we observe that the marginal rate
is much higher between 1 and 1.4 times the annual minimum wage than elsewhere. Moreover, as
expected, the increase in the tax credit from 2003 to 2006 leads to a significant rise in the marginal
income-tax rate in this phase-out range. It also reduces the average income-tax rate, especially at the
minimum wage level where the PPE is maximal. The tax reforms generated by the income-tax per se,
on the contrary, are much less apparent, except for the reduction in the average tax rate between 2005
and 2006 for gross labor income above two times the annual minimum wage.
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Figure 6a: means of marginal income-tax rates for each percentile of the wage distribution

Figure 6b: means of average income-tax rates for each percentile of the wage distribution
Sample: employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

Simulating the payroll taxes on our sample, we find that the marginal payroll tax rate is very
high in the phase-out of the subsidy. In 2006, it amounts to 57% between 1 and 1.6 times the minimum
wage, versus 43 % above 2 times the minimum wage. For those working in 35-hour firms, Figure 7a
shows that the income range with very high marginal tax rates shrinks from 2003 to 2006 but that
these marginal rates are still higher, as expected from the description of the reform. Turning to average
tax rates (Figure 7b), we observe that they do not change over time at the minimum wage level and
above 2 times the minimum wage. However, the gross labor income above which the average payroll
tax rate is the highest diminishes over time.
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Figure 7a: means of marginal payroll-tax rates for each percentile of the wage
distribution of individuals working in 35-hour firms

Figure 7b: means of average payroll-tax rates for each percentile of the wage
distribution of individuals working in 35-hour firms
Sample: 35-hour employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

For those working in 39-hour firms, we observe a rise over time in the marginal payroll tax
rate for a labor income comprised between 1.3 and 1.6 times the minimum wage, as expected from the
widening of the phase-out range (Figure 8a). By contrast, the average payroll tax rate is significantly
reduced at the minimum wage level, following the increase in the maximum percentage points of
reduction. The decrease in average tax rates vanishes progressively as we move to the right along the
wage distribution.
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Figure 8a: means of marginal payroll-tax rates for each percentile of the wage
distribution of individuals working in 39-hour firms

Figure 8b: means of average payroll-tax rates for each percentile of the wage
distribution of individuals working in 39-hour firms
Sample: 39-hour employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

VI. Results
VI.1

Effects of payroll and income taxes

We estimate Equation (10) using the 2SLS approach. Our preferred specification includes a
10-piece spline in the log of t-2 income to control for divergence in the income distribution and a 10piece spline of the log difference between base-year income and income in the preceding year, log(wi,t1)-log(wi,t-2),

to control for mean-reversion, and uses both instruments I and II. Table 2 displays our

estimates of the gross labor income responses obtained with this specification for various sets of
controls. In Column 1, there is no covariate, except time dummies and the splines. In Column 2, we
add socio-demographic covariates drawn from tax records (e.g. age, gender, and the composition of
the household). In Column 3, we also include variables drawn from the LFS (e.g. educational level,
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type of occupation, firm size, and industry). The Sargan test suggests that the type-I instruments
Δ log τ i,It and Δ log τ i,Pt , and the type-II instruments Δ log τ i,It , Δ log ρ i,It and Δ log ρ i,Pt are valid.20
The first-stage regressions of model (3) are displayed in Table B.1 in the Appendix B. The F-statistics
are always high, meaning that the instruments are strongly correlated with the instrumented regressors.
The full results of model (3) are presented in Table B.2 in the Appendix B.
No covariate

βτ

I

βτ

P

β ρI
β ρP
(4) : βτ = βτ
I

P

and β ρ = β ρ
I

P

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1
Over-identification Sargan test
N° of Observations

(1)
0.219***

Tax records
covariates
(2)
0.221***

Tax records &
LFS covariates
(3)
0.217***

(0.076)

(0.077)

(0.077)

-0.064

-0.036

-0.048

(0.098)

(0.097)

-0.391

-0.484*

(0.097)

(0.239)

(0.278)

(0.277)

-0.440

-0.911***

-0.923***

-0.866***

(0.244)

(0.244)

(0.260)

4.71

3.55

3.70

[0.9%]

[2.9%]

[2.5%]

0.29

0.13

0.27

[74.57%]

[88.2%]

[76.7%]

1.40

1.62

1.13

[23.7%]

[20.42%]

[28.7%]

12,512

12,512

12,512

Table 2: estimates of the elasticities with respect to the net-of-tax rates
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets and p-values in square brackets. * denotes significance at 10%, **
significance at 5% and *** significance at 1%. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. All regressions
include time dummies, a 10-piece spline of the log of t-2 gross labor income and a 10-piece spline of the
difference in log between t-1 and t-2 gross labor income. Sample: employees present two consecutive years.
Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

We first examine the elasticity of gross labor income with respect to the marginal net-ofincome-tax rate. The elasticity estimate is slightly above 0.2, significant, and quite robust to changes
in the set of covariates.21 Our estimate lies between 0.12 and 0.4, which is the plausible interval for the
elasticity of taxable total income, according to Saez et alii (2012a). It is also close to the 0.33 intensive
margin elasticity of Chetty (2012). Here, however, we estimate the response of labor income, while
those articles study the responses of total taxable income. Restricting the comparison to labor income,
our estimate is consistent with Blomquist and Selin (2010), who find significant responses for men in
Sweden, and in line with Saez (2003) for the US, although his estimate does not significantly differ
from 0. By contrast, our estimate is above the narrow interval of 0.05-0.12 obtained by Kleven and
Schultz (2012) for Denmark. In the literature, top-income earners are believed to be more sensitive to

20

We do not use Δ log τ i,Pt as an instrument because its inclusion leads to rejection of the Sargan test.

21

The robustness of the estimates to the set of covariates is a standard result in the literature. See for example
Auten and Carroll (1999) or Kleven and Shultz (2012).
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taxes than those in the rest of the distribution, in particular because they can more easily benefit from
avoidance opportunities (e.g. Gruber and Saez (2002)). Our results show that significant responses
may also arise for low or median-income individuals, who were the most affected by the tax reforms
of 2003-2006 in France.
Conversely, our estimate for the effect of marginal net-of-payroll-tax rates on gross labor
income βτP is close to zero and not significant, whatever the set of controls included. The result that
gross labor income does not respond to marginal payroll tax rates suggests that, at least in the short
run, the efficiency costs of financing social security expenses and redistribution are lower through
payroll taxes than through income taxes. This finding is in line with Saez et alii (2012b) for Greece,
and with Aeberhardt and Sraer (2009) for France. However, it differs from that of Lhommeau and
Remy (2009), also for France, who find that the progressivity of payroll taxes has a slight negative
effect on wage growth. Although these last two studies are based on the same data set, Lhommeau and
Remy (2009) use data aggregated at the firm level and Aeberhardt and Sraer (2009) use individual
data, which may account for the difference in findings. Bunel et alii (2012), who evaluate the 20032005 French reform in payroll tax reductions, find a positive but small impact on average labor
income. Note that they evaluate the global effect of the reform and do not disentangle the changes in
payroll tax progressivity and the changes in average tax rates.
We now turn to income effects. The elasticity with respect to the average net-of-income-tax
rate is negative but not significant (it is only significant at the 10% level in Column 2), which is in line
with the literature (e.g. Gruber and Saez (2002)). By contrast, the elasticity with respect to the average
net-of-payroll-tax rate is negative and significant. The parameter is not very sensitive to the set of
covariates included, since it varies between -0.92 and -0.86. More importantly, we cannot reject that it
is equal to -1, which suggests that labor income is negotiated net of employer payroll taxes. A
decrease in employer payroll taxes seems almost entirely absorbed by employers and thus actually
reduces the labor cost, without any significant effect on the posted wage rate.
Our result that gross labor income is insensitive to marginal payroll tax rates but responds to
marginal income tax rates has important implications. Section III described how a large class of
theoretical models of the labor market predicts identical elasticities, as expressed by Prediction (4).
This class includes the textbook labor supply model where the gross wage rate equals the marginal
productivity of labor. According to the F-tests, the evidence for France is that Prediction (4) is strongly
rejected (at the 1% level for Model (1) and at the 5% level for Models (2) and (3)).
Moreover, we find that gross labor income responds more to marginal net-of-income-tax rates
than to marginal net-of-payroll-tax rates, but less to average net-of-income-tax rates than to average
net-of-payroll-tax rates. This leads us to reject the assumption of a difference in salience between
payroll tax and income tax (Predictions (5) and (6)). This also leads us to reject models where payroll
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taxes generate deferred benefits that are internalized in the formation of gross labor income (Prediction
(6)).
We test Prediction (9) that the elasticity of gross labor income with respect to the marginal
net-of-payroll-tax rate is equal to zero whereas the elasticity with respect to the average net-of-payrolltax rate is equal to -1. This prediction is obtained when posted wage rates are sticky. The F-tests
indicate that Prediction (9) is easily accepted by the data. In France, wages are largely determined
through collective bargaining. Collective wage agreements occur at both industry and firm levels and
concern three-quarters of workers each year (Avouyi-Dovi, Fougère and Gautier (2011)). If
negotiations at the industry level occur frequently, negotiations at the firm level concern less than one
quarter of workers each year. This point is important because the decision to move to the 35-hour
workweek is taken at the firm level. As a result, the wage response to the change in payroll taxes is
slowed down by the low frequency of wage bargaining at the firm level. In addition, collective
bargaining at the industry level involves 35-hour firms and 39-hour firms. Both types of firms have
been subjected to very different payroll tax changes, which significantly limits the wage response at
the industry level. Furthermore, what is negotiated is the posted wage rate (not the gross wage rate).
As the reform to the payroll tax reduction we use here only affects employer payroll taxes, it is not
surprising that posted wage rates did not react quickly to those reforms. Our finding thus suggests that
in France, collective wage bargaining fails to respond to payroll-tax changes, at least over the threeyear period we consider.

VI.2

Robustness checks

We now conduct a sensitivity analysis. An important departure of our paper from the literature
on taxable income elasticity lies in the way we control for income effects. We include the changes in
average net-of-tax rates computed for a constant labor income Δ ρ /ρP and Δ ρ /ρI, while the literature
p

I

following Gruber and Saez (2002) includes the actual changes in virtual income (see Section III).
Table 3 explores the consequences of this departure. Column 1 reproduces our benchmark
specification. In Column 2, there is no control for the income effects. The gross labor income
elasticities with respect to the marginal net-of-tax rates are very close to those in Column (1).
Moreover, the hypothesis βτP = βτI of identical responses to income taxes and payroll taxes, which
corresponds to Prediction (4) in the absence of income effects, is rejected at the 5% level. In Column
(3), we control for the actual changes in average net-of-tax rates ΔρP/ρP and ΔρI/ρI instead of the
changes for a constant labor income Δ ρ /ρP and Δ ρ /ρI. This has a very limited impact on the
I

p

elasticities βτI and βτP with respect to the marginal net-of-tax rates. The impact is stronger on the
elasticity β ρI with respect to the average net-of-income-tax rate, which becomes significantly negative
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and larger in magnitude. The elasticity β ρP with respect to the average net-of-payroll-tax rate also
grows in magnitude, but remains very close to -1. Overall, Prediction (4) of identical responses to
income taxes and payroll taxes is still rejected, while Prediction (9) associated with posted wage rate
stickiness is even more easily accepted.
In Column (4), we control for income effects by including actual changes in virtual income.22
The effect on the estimates is dramatic, except for the elasticity with respect to the marginal net-ofpayroll-tax rate which remains insignificant and close to zero. The other elasticities βτI , βτP and β ρP
now have the wrong sign. In Section III, we theoretically argued that controlling for actual changes
(Columns 3 and 4) erroneously adds to the right-hand side of Equation (10) a term that depends on the
dependent variable Δw/w. Actual changes in average net-of-tax rates are, however, close to changes in
after-tax rates for a constant labor income whenever taxation is close to proportional. The bias due to
using actual changes in average net-of-tax rates in Column (3) is thus minor. Conversely, even under
proportional taxation, actual changes in virtual income are different from changes in virtual income for
a constant labor income. Then, the bias due to using actual changes in Column (4) is more serious and
we thus do not consider the specification of Column (4) to be consistent.

βτI
βτ

P

Benchmark
specification

No control

Actual changes in
virtual incomes

(2)
0.214***

Actual changes in
average net of tax
rates
(3)
0.267***

(1)
0.217***
(0.077)

(0.077)

(0.076)

(0.157)

-0.048

-0.027

0.007

0.012

(0.097)

(0.097)

(0.089)

(0.108)

-0.440

β ρI

(0.277)

(0.332)

-0.866***

βρ

P

-0.823**

(0.260)

(4)
-0.283*

0.384*

(0.184)

-1.083***

2.026***

(0.282)

(0.484)

and β ρ = β ρ

3.70

5.10

3.90

9.92

[2.5%]

[2.4%]

[2.3%]

[0.0%]

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1

0.27

0.05

19.6

[76.7%]

[95.4%]

[0.0%]

(4) : βτ = βτ
I

P

I

Over-identification Sargan test
N° of Observations

P

1.13

0.75

3.62

3.84

[28.7%]

[38.7%]

[30.45%]

[27.8%]

12,512

12,512

12,512

12,512

Table 3: elasticities for different ways of controlling for income effects
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets and p-values in square brackets. * denotes significance at 10%, **
significance at 5% and *** significance at 1%. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. All regressions
include ERF and LFS covariates, a 10-piece spline of the log of t-2 gross labor income and a 10-piece spline of
the difference in log between t-1 and t-2 gross labor income. Sample: employees present in two consecutive
years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

22

It is worth reminding here that changes in virtual income for a constant labor income are equal to changes in
average net-of-tax rates for a constant labor income.
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Table 4 provides robustness checks with respect to the specification of pre-reform income
controls and to the instrumentation. Column (1) reproduces our benchmark specification with 10-piece
splines of log(wi,t-2) and of the deviation, and both types of instruments. In Column (2), we use only
type-I instruments, which implies that Δ ρ /ρP and Δ ρ /ρI are taken as exogenous. Columns (3), (4)
I

p

and (5) propose alternative specifications for pre-reform income levels: a linear function of log(wi,t-1)
as in Auten and Carroll (1999) in Column (3); a 10-piece spline of log(wi,t-1) as in Gruber and Saez
(2002) in Column (4), and linear functions of log(wi,t-2) and of log(wi,t-1)-log(wi,t-2) in Column (5). The
last of these follows the suggestion of Kopczuk (2005) to disentangle transitory income effects and
heterogeneous shifts in the income distribution. Finally, Column (6) extends the baseline specification
by allowing the splines to be different for 35-hour and 39-hour employees. This specification is
motivated by the different evolution of the minimum wage regulation for the two types of firms,
thereby generating different trends for the lowest income across the two subsamples.
The estimates for the effects of marginal tax rates are robust across specifications of prereform income controls. The elasticity of gross labor income with respect to the marginal net-ofincome-tax rate varies between 0.17 and 0.35 and is always statistically significant, whereas the
response to the marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate is never significantly different from zero. The
elasticity with respect to the average net-of-payroll-tax rate is always significant but more sensitive to
the specification, since it varies between -0.5 and -1.27. The response to the average net-of-income-tax
rate is the parameter whose estimation is the least robust. It is significant and high in magnitude in
Columns (3) and (5), while it does not significantly differ from zero in the other specifications.
Comparing Column (3) to Column (4) and Column (5) to Column (2) thus stresses the importance of
allowing for potential nonlinear effects of base-year income when evaluating the effects of average
net-of-tax rates.
The robustness of our results across specifications, at least for the effects of marginal net-oftax rates, echoes the findings of Kleven and Shultz (2012) for Denmark, whereas it contrasts
significantly with those presented by Kopczuk (2005) for the US. Like the Danish tax reforms and
unlike the US ones, the French tax reforms we use generate many up-and-down movements in tax
rates that are not systematically correlated with the pre-reform income, which may contribute to the
robustness of our results. Furthermore, the way we control for income effects using changes in average
net-of-tax rates for constant labor income instead of actual changes in virtual income also help to
improve the robustness of our results.
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βτ

I

βτP
β ρI

Benchmark specification

Benchmark specification
- type-I instruments

(1)
0.217***

(2)
0.209***

Linear function of
log(wi,t-1) - type-I
instruments
(3)
0.355***

(0.077)

(0.077)

(0.082)

-0.048

-0.048

-0.014

(0.097)

(0.097)

(0.103)

-0.440

-0.301

(0.277)

-1.492***

(0.203)

(0.298)

-0.866***

-1.061***

-0.937***

(0.260)

(0.227)

(0.280)

and β ρ = β ρ

3.70

5.85

6.10

[2.5%]

[0.3%]

[0.2%]

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1

0.27

0.15

0.02

[76.7%]

[86.3%]

[98.3%]

1.13

*

*

(4)
0.174**

12,512
Linear functions of
log(wi,t-2) and of
Δlog(wi,t-1) - type-I
instruments
(5)
0.336***

12,512
Splines of log(wi,t-2) and
of Δlog(wi,t-1)) that are
different for 35-hour and
39-hour employees
(6)
0.213***

(0.077)

(0.081)

(0.078)

-0.166

0.006

-0.033

(0.102)

(0.101)

(0.117)

βρ

P

(4) : βτ = βτ
I

P

I

P

Over-identification Sargan test

[28.7%]

N° of Observations

12,512
10-piece spline of
log(wi,t-1) - type-I
instruments

βτ

I

βτ

P

(0.209)

βρ

P

(4) : βτ = βτ
I

P

-1.201***

-0.221

β ρI

and β ρ = β ρ
I

P

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1

(0.278)

-1.269***

-0.499*

-0.894*

(0.232)

(0.275)

(0.537)

10.23

5.90

2.40

[0.0%]

[0.3%]

[9.1%]

1.88

1.66

0.07

[15.2%]

[19.0%]

[93.4%]

*

*

Over-identification Sargan test
N° of Observations

(0.294)

-0.478*

1.46
[22.7%]

12,512

12,512

12,512

Table 4: elasticities for different controls of base-year income
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets and p-values in square brackets. * denotes significance at 10%, **
significance at 5% and *** significance at 1%. Estimation by 2SLS. All regressions include ERF and LFS
covariates.
Sample: employees present in two consecutive years.
Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

VI.3

Heterogeneous effects

We now investigate the robustness of our estimates across various subsamples, which will
help us to clarify the economic mechanisms behind our results. First, as mentioned in Section II, those
working in 35-hour firms and those working in 39-hour firms were subjected to very different payroll
tax changes (Figure 2). The tax subsidy was reduced for 35-hour firms but increased for 39-hour ones.
To check the robustness of our main result that labor income responds differently to income taxes and
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payroll taxes, we run separate analyses for the two types of employees. The results are reported in
Table 5. The estimates on the 39-hour subsample are less precise than those on the 35-hour one
because of possible measurement errors. Moreover, the small size of each subsample makes the
estimates more imprecise than for the whole sample. For instance, although the estimate for βτI on the
39-hour subsample is close to that estimated on the whole sample, it is statistically not significant.
Nevertheless, the main results obtained for the whole population remain qualitatively unchanged on
both subsamples. In particular, Prediction (9) associated with sticky posted wages is accepted on both
samples.23 As marginal and average net-of-payroll-tax rates have evolved differently for the two
subsamples, this suggests the absence of asymmetric responses of gross labor income to payroll tax
reforms.
Whole sample

βτ

I

βτ

P

β ρI

(1)
0.217***

35-hour
workweek
(2)
0.246**

39-hour
workweek
(3)
0.135

(0.077)

(0.100)

(0.141)

-0.048

-0.115

0.067

(0.097)

(0.157)

(0.197)

-0.440

-0.192

(0.277)

(0.341)

-0.866***

-1.220**
(0.518)

-1.437

-2.018**

(0.260)

(1.124)

(0.942)

and β ρ = β ρ

3.70

3.40

0.35

[2.5%]

[3.3%]

[70.5%]

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1

0.27

0.27

0.59

[76.7%]

[76.1%]

[55.6%]

βρ

P

(4) : βτ = βτ
I

P

I

Over-identification Sargan test
N° of Observations

P

1.13

0.21

0.22

[28.7%]

[64.5%]

[64.2%]

12,512

9,509

3,003

Table 5: elasticities for employees working 35-hour and 39-hour weeks
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets and p-values in square brackets. * denotes significance at 10%, **
significance at 5% and *** significance at 1%. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. All regressions
include ERF and LFS covariates, a 10-piece spline of the log of t-2 gross labor income and a 10-piece spline of
the difference in log between t-1 and t-2 gross labor income. Sample: employees present in two consecutive
years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

We next present the results for men and women separately in Table 6. In both subsamples, the
marginal net-of-payroll-tax rate does not significantly affect gross labor income, and the elasticity of
gross labor income with respect to the average net-of-payroll-tax rate is negative, significant, and does
not significantly differ from -1. Consequently, the F-test of βτP =0 and β ρP =-1 on both subsamples does
not reject Prediction (9) associated with posted wage rate stickiness. By contrast, the responses to
income taxation are very different for men and for women. For instance, the elasticity βτI of gross
23

Note that since the estimates are more imprecise for employees working 39-hour weeks, Prediction (4) cannot
be rejected for them.
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labor income with respect to the marginal net-of-income-tax rate is significantly positive for women
and much higher than on the whole sample. Conversely, for men, gross labor income does not respond
to changes in marginal income tax rates. That men and women react differently to income taxation
suggests that the response of labor income to income taxes highlighted in Table 2 for the whole
sample might result from labor supply decisions, which are well-known to be much more important
for women than for men. If this response was due to wage negotiation effects, then men and women
would very likely react in the same way. In Column (4), the sample is restricted to women in couples
(76% of women). We find that the response of women to the marginal net-of-income-tax rate is
entirely driven by those in couples. This finding is in line with the tax credit literature, which
documents strong evidence of negative employment effects among working wives in low-income
families where both adults work (Blundell et alii (2000) for the UK, Eissa and Hoynes (2004) for the
US, Stancanelli (2008) for France).

βτ

I

βτ

P

β ρI
β ρP
(4) : βτI = βτP

and β ρI = β ρP

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1
Over-identification Sargan test
N° of Observations

Whole sample

Men

Women

(1)
0.217***

(2)
-0.024

(3)
0.875***

Women in
couples
(4)
0.976***

(0.077)

(0.073)

(0.239)

(0.264)

-0.048

-0.155

0.110

0.062

(0.097)

(0.111)

(0.218)

-0.440

-0.670***

(0.201)

-0.216

-0.244

(0.277)

(0.291)

(0.590)

(0.656)
(0.579)

-0.866***

-0.815***

-0.983***

(0.260)

(0.312)

(0.513)

-0.639

3.70

0.56

6.76

8.33

[2.5%]

[56.9%]

[0.0%]

[0.0%]

0.27

1.34

0.16

0.25

[76.7%]

[26.3%]

[85.6%]

[78.2%]

1.13

0.56

0.63

0.04

[28.7%]

[45.3%]

[42.5%]

[84.2%]

12,512

7,246

5,266

4,002

Table 6: elasticities for men and women
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets and p-values in square brackets. * denotes significance at 10%, **
significance at 5% and *** significance at 1%. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. All regressions
include ERF and LFS covariates, a 10-piece spline of the log of t-2 gross labor income and a 10-piece spline of
the difference in log between t-1 and t-2 gross labor income. Sample: employees present in two consecutive
years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.

To better interpret the mechanisms underlying our findings, Table 7 displays the results on
different subsamples more particularly affected by the reforms. Column 1 reports the results on the
whole sample. In Column 2, we keep the employees whose labor income at t-1 is lower than 2.2 times
the labor income of an individual working full-time and for the full-year at the minimum wage. As
explained in Section II, the most important reforms of the period 2003-2006 concern those individuals.
As expected, their gross labor income responds more strongly to marginal net-of-income-tax rates. At
the same time, their response to marginal net-of-payroll-tax rates remains close to zero and not
significant. Prediction (4) of an identical response to income and payroll taxes is now rejected at the
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1% level, while Prediction (9) is more easily accepted. This strengthens our interpretation that posted
wage rates are sticky, whereas individuals respond to changes in income taxation through labor
supply.
Potential bias due to reversion to the mean is a crucial issue in the literature surveyed by Saez
et alii (2012a). When using reforms targeted to top-income earners, one must bear in mind that getting
a very high income at t-1 may be accidental, thereby leading to a negative change in income between t
and t-1. A symmetrical problem can occur at the bottom of the income distribution when using
reforms targeted to bottom-income earners, which is our case. An individual not working full-year at t1 (for example a young worker entering the labor market) is more likely to be employed full-year at t,
thereby leading to a rise in gross labor income that should not be attributed to tax changes. Figure 5
suggests that the reversion-to-the-mean phenomenon is very important among bottom-wage earners.
The peak in the change in gross labor income at the bottom of the distribution becomes much lower
when the sample is restricted to those employed full-year. Therefore, in order to verify that our results
are not due to reversion to the mean at the bottom of the distribution, in Column 3 we restrict the
subsample used in Column 2 to those employed 12 months in year t-1. Compared with Column 2, the
results displayed in Column 3 show that the elasticity with respect to marginal net-of-payroll-tax rates
is unaffected, while the elasticity with respect to marginal net-of-income-tax rates is reduced by one
third, while remaining highly significant.
Whole sample

(2) & employed
full-year at t-1

(3) & employed
full-year at t

βτ

0.217***

< 2.2 times the
minimum wage
at t-1
(2)
0.373***

(3)
0.274***

(4)
0.031

(0.077)

(0.123)

(0.102)

(0.094)

βτ

-0.048

-0.049

-0.035

-0.087

(0.097)

(0.106)

(0.090)

(0.081)

β ρI

-0.440

0.047

0.120

0.292

(0.277)

(0.387)

(0.361)

(0.330)

(1)
I

P

-0.866***

-0.872***

-0.971***

-1.053***

(0.260)

(0.286)

(0.258)

(0.236)

and β ρ = β ρ

3.70

6.90

6.49

6.21

[2.5%]

[0.1%]

[0.2%]

[0.2%]

(9) : βτP = 0 and β ρP = −1

0.27

0.21

0.08

0.61

[76.7%]

[80.8%]

[92.0%]

[54.5%]

β ρP
(4) : βτ = βτ
I

P

I

Over-identification Sargan test
N° of Observations

P

1.13

0.41

0.54

1.86

[28.7%]

[52.4%]

[46.1%]

[17.3%]

12,512

9,979

9,320

9,200

Table 7: elasticities for specific subsamples in the bottom half of the wage distribution
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets and p-values in square brackets. * denotes significance at 10%, **
significance at 5% and *** significance at 1%. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. All regressions
include ERF and LFS covariates, a 10-piece spline of the log of t-2 gross labor income and a 10-piece spline of
the difference in log between t-1 and t-2 gross labor income. Sample: employees present in two consecutive
years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.
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Employees may respond to income taxation through their choice of the number of working
months per year, i.e., an extensive or participation margin, or through hours-of-work intensive
decisions. To test for the first alternative, in Column 4, we further exclude those not employed fullyear at t, thus restricting the sample from Column 2 to those employed full-year at t and t-1. The
elasticities with respect to marginal and average net-of-payroll-tax rates are unaffected and in line with
Prediction (9) associated with posted wage rate stickiness. The novelty is that the elasticity with
respect to the marginal net-of-income-tax rate becomes very close to zero and not significant. This
suggests that the labor income responses to changes in income taxation that we find essentially reflect
participation decisions of individuals, rather than hours-of-work intensive decisions of those remaining
employed.

Conclusion
In this paper, we estimate jointly the gross labor income responses to marginal and average tax
rates for both income and payroll tax schedules. To identify the responses to the payroll tax schedule,
we use the changes in the employer payroll tax reduction for low-paid jobs that occurred in France
over the period 2003-2006. To identify the responses to the income tax schedule, we use the increase
in working tax credit for low wage earners that took place over the same period.
We find a significant elasticity of gross labor income with respect to the marginal net-ofincome-tax rate around 0.2 and our results suggest that this effect is driven by married women’s labor
supply decisions. Conversely, we find no significant effect of marginal net-of-payroll-tax rates on
gross labor income. This discrepancy appears robust across specifications and sample selections. It is
in contradiction with the prediction of identical responses to income tax and to payroll tax reforms that
is common to a large class of labor market models, in particular the competitive labor supply
framework, which is central in the optimal income taxation literature.
We also find a significant elasticity of gross labor income to the average net-of-payroll-tax
rate, which is not significantly different from minus one. Conversely, the elasticity with respect to the
average net-of-income-tax rate is much weaker and generally not significant. Among the different
theories that can account for different behavioral responses to payroll and income taxation, posted
wage rate stickiness associated with significant labor supply responses to income taxes is our preferred
interpretation.
This work can be extended in different directions. A first direction would be to consider a
longer panel of observations to investigate the long run responses to taxation. This in particular would
enable us to test whether the unresponsiveness of posted labor income to payroll taxation is only a
short run result or whether the responses of gross labor income to payroll taxation in the long run are
similar to the responses to income taxation. Another extension would be to disentangle the responses
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we obtain in terms of wage formation, labor demand effects, participation decision effects and
intensive labor supply effects. These extensions belong to our research agenda.
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Appendix A
A.1) Derivation of Equation (3)

A compensated payroll tax reform is defined as a simultaneous change in the marginal net-ofpayroll-tax rate ΔτP and in the virtual posted income ΔRP such that the amount of payroll tax paid at
the initial gross labor income w* is kept unchanged, i.e. ΔRP = - w*ΔτP. Therefore the compensated
marginal payroll tax elasticity is defined from the “Slutsky-alike” equation:

βτP =

 τ P ∂W  P ∂W
τ P  ∂W
* ∂W 

 −τ
=
w
−


w*  ∂τ P
∂R P
∂R P   w* ∂τ P 

(A1)

Symmetrically, a compensated income tax reform is a simultaneous change in the marginal
net-of-income-tax rate ΔτI and in the virtual net income ΔRI such that the amount of income tax paid at
the initial gross labor income w* is kept unchanged, i.e. ΔRI = - z*ΔτI = - w* ρP ΔτI. Therefore the
compensated marginal income tax elasticity is defined as:

βτI =

∂W
τ I  ∂W
− w* ρ p
* 
I
w  ∂τ
∂R I

I
  τ ∂W

=
  *
I
  w ∂τ
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 I P ∂W
 − τ ρ
∂R I


(A2)

Combining Equations (2), (A1), (A2) leads to:

P
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I Δτ
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+
+
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 ρ Δτ + * 
w 


Using Δρ P =ΔτP+(ΔRP/w*), Δρ I =ΔτI + ΔRI / z* - (RI/z*) Δρ P /ρP and ΔRI/w* = ρP ΔRI/z* leads to:
Δw
w*

= βτP

Δτ p
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+ βτI

Δτ I

τI
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R I ∂W
+ P + *
 ∂R
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which gives Equation (3), provided that we define:

 ∂W R I ∂W
β ρ = ρ  P + *
z ∂R I
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and

β ρI = ρ P ρ I

∂W
∂R I

(A3)

A.2) Benchmark models: proof of Equation (4)

Differentiating both sides of Ω(τI τP,τI RP + RI) ≡ W(τI,τP,RI,RP) gives:
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Then, using (A1) and (A2) above leads to:
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implying that βτ = βτ . Using (A3):
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β ρI = ρ P ρ I

∂W
∂Ω
= ρ Pρ I
I
∂R
∂R

P
I
implying that β ρ = β ρ , which ends the derivation of Prediction (4). In benchmark models, the gross

labor income w maximizes U (τw + R , w ) in w. The first-order condition writes: F(w,τ,R)=0, where
function F(.,.,.) is defined by: F (w,τ , R ) ≡ τ ⋅ U 1' (τ w + R, w) + U 2' (τ w + R, w) . Assuming that the

'
second-order condition Fw < 0 holds with a strict inequality (which is the case if for instance U is
strictly concave), the partial derivatives of function Ω(.,.) for w*=Ω(τ,R) are:

Ωτ' = −

(

Fτ'
U ' + w* τ ⋅ U11'' + U12''
=− 1
F'
F'
w

)

and Ω'R = −

w

FR'
τ ⋅ U11'' + U12''
=−
F'
F'
w

w

where the partial derivatives of U are computed for w = w* and c=τw*+R. We then get:

βτP = βτI =

τ
w*

Ωτ' − τ Ω 'R = −

τ ⋅ U1'

w ⋅ Fw'

>0

where the last inequality follows Fw' < 0 and U 1' >0.

A.3) Deferred benefits leads to (6)

Assume that deferred benefits are indexed on the amount of payroll tax (1-τP)w*-RP, through
the indexation parameter k. Thus c=τP τI w + τI RP +RI + k ((1-τP)w*-RP) and the gross labor income

(

((

)

) )

solves: max w U τ Pτ I w + τ I R P + R I + k 1 − τ P w − R P , w . Let us write F(w,τP,τI,RP,RI)=0 the firstorder condition of this program, where function F(.,.,.) is now defined by:

(

) (

( )) (
+ k (1 − τ )w − k ⋅ R )

(

)

F w,τ P ,τ i , R P , R I ≡ τ p ⋅ τ I + k 1 − τ P ⋅ U1' τ p ⋅ τ I ⋅ w + τ I R P + R i + k 1 − τ P w − k ⋅ R P

(

+ U 2' τ p ⋅ τ I ⋅ w + τ I R P + R i

P

)

P

Assuming that the second-order condition Fw' < 0 holds with a strict inequality (which is the case if U
is strictly concave), the partial derivatives of W(.,.,.,.) at w*=W(τP,τI,RP,RI) are:
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Using (A1), (A2) and taking into account z*=τPw*+RP leads to the first part of (6) when 0 < k < τI.
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where the inequalities follow the second-order conditions Fw < 0 and U1 > 0. Applying (A3) gives:
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which is the second part of (6) when k < ρI.

Appendix B: additional empirical results
Table B.1 reproduces the results of the first stage equations, using the specification and
j

method corresponding to Column 3 of Table 2. In bold are estimates of the direct effects of Δ log τ i, t
j

j

and Δ logτ i ,t on Δ log τ ij, t , and of Δ log ρ i , t on Δ log ρ i, t , with j=P, I:
j
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Δ log τ iI,t

Δ logτ iP,t

Δ log ρ i,t

Δ log ρ i,t

0.442***

-0.095***

-0.003**

0.001

(25.5)

(-6.60)

(-2.56)

(0.77)

Δ logτ

P
i ,t

-0.014

0.575***

-0.002

-0.001

(-0.52)

(24.20)

Δ logτ

I
i ,t

0.029*

-0.009

0.011***

-0.000

(1.93)

(-0.71)

(11.7)

(-0.31)

I

0.110

0.082

(1.34)

(1.20)

(118.0)

(-2.62)

P

0.096

-0.007

-0.001

0.925***

(0.78)

(-0.07)

(-0.17)

(196.0)

I

Δ logτ i ,t

Δ log ρ i, t
Δ log ρ i, t

Tax records variables
LFS variables
N° of Observations
F-Statistic

I

(-0.92)

0.580

***

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
12,512
12,512
12,512
16.48***
16.06***
444.1***
Table B.1 - First-stage regressions

P

(1.17)

-0.008***

Yes
Yes
12,512
767.9***

Notes: student statistics are in round brackets. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. Sample:
employees present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.
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Table B.2 displays the complete estimates presented in Column 3 of Table 2.
Parameter
Estimate
1.938
0.217
-0.048

Intercept
βτI
βτP
β ρI
β ρP

2003-2004
2004-2005
≤ 29 years
30 - 39 years
50 - 59 years
≥ 60 years
Women
Women with a new child since t-1
New child since t-1
Women with a child exiting
Exit of a child since t-1
Women and child under 18 months
Women and child under 3 years old
Women and child under 6 years old
Women and child under 18 years old
Single individual
Single parent
Couple with children
“Complex” household
College (> 2 years)
College (≤ 2 years)
High school graduate
High-school drop-out or vocational diploma
Junior high school or basic vocational
Manufacturing
Agriculture
Construction
Energy
Education and social activities
Trade and repair
Engineers, managers and professionals
< 10 employees
10-19 employees
Tenure < 1 year
1-5 years
5 - 10 years
≥ 10 years
Log(wi,t-2)
Log(wi,t-2) above its 1st decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 2nd decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 3rd decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 4th decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 5th decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 6th decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 7th decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 8th decile
Log(wi,t-2) above its 9th decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2)
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 1st decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 2nd decile
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Standard
Error
0.116
0.077
0.097

Student T

-0.440

0.277

16.78
2.82
-0.49
-1.59

-0.866
-0.017
-0.001
0.022
0.012
-0.021
-0.100
-0.006
-0.068
0.016
-0.027
0.007
-0.043
0.064
-0.013
-0.002
-0.021
0.010
-0.011
0.011
0.061
0.048
0.037
0.030
0.027
0.007
-0.014
0.014
0.007
-0.030
0.001
0.016
-0.013
-0.004
0.009
-0.054
-0.056
-0.048
-0.202
0.081
0.043
0.003
-0.055
0.178
-0.058
0.024
-0.152
0.154
-0.698
1.311
-1.147

0.260
0.006
0.006
0.009
0.006
0.006
0.026
0.006
0.020
0.014
0.019
0.012
0.016
0.017
0.011
0.008
0.008
0.009
0.006
0.014
0.012
0.010
0.010
0.008
0.011
0.006
0.019
0.009
0.018
0.008
0.007
0.009
0.007
0.009
0.018
0.017
0.018
0.018
0.012
0.040
0.092
0.148
0.185
0.198
0.200
0.184
0.129
0.068
0.017
0.204
0.736

-3.33
-2.76
-0.18
2.62
1.87
-3.24
-3.90
-0.92
-3.31
1.18
-1.44
0.56
-2.65
3.88
-1.13
-0.26
-2.68
1.02
-1.69
0.78
5.22
4.86
3.86
3.61
2.47
1.13
-0.74
1.50
0.36
-3.68
0.19
1.78
-1.89
-0.42
0.48
-3.11
-3.14
-2.73
-16.22
2.02
0.47
0.02
-0.30
0.90
-0.29
0.13
-1.18
2.27
-41.88
6.43
-1.56

Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 3rd decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 4th decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 5th decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 6th decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 7th decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 8th decile
Log(wi,t-1)-Log(wi,t-2) above its 9th decile

0.468
0.530
-1.097
0.692
-0.612
0.522
-0.148

1.354
1.601
1.460
1.099
0.677
0.312
0.081

0.35
0.33
-0.75
0.63
-0.90
1.67
-1.83

Table B.2 - Full results of model (3) in Table 2
Notes: standard errors are in round brackets. Estimation by 2SLS using instruments I and II. Sample: employees
present in two consecutive years. Source: ERF survey, Insee, 2003-2006.
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